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Quantum systems exhibit particle-like or wave-like behaviour depending on the experimental
apparatus they are confronted by. This wave-particle duality is at the heart of quantum mechanics,
and is fully captured in Wheeler’s famous delayed choice gedanken experiment. In this variant of the
double slit experiment, the observer chooses to test either the particle or wave nature of a photon
after it has passed through the slits. Here we report on a quantum delayed choice experiment,
based on a quantum controlled beam-splitter, in which both particle and wave behaviours can be
investigated simultaneously. The genuinely quantum nature of the photon’s behaviour is tested via
a Bell inequality, which here replaces the delayed choice of the observer. We observe strong Bell
inequality violations, thus showing that no model in which the photon knows in advance what type
of experiment it will be confronted by, hence behaving either as a particle or as wave, can account
for the experimental data.
Quantum mechanics predicts with remarkable accu-
racy the result of experiments involving small objects,
such as atoms and photons. However, when looking more
closely at these predictions, we are forced to admit that
they defy our intuition. Indeed, quantum mechanics tells
us that a single particle can be in several places at the
same time, and that distant entangled particles behave
as a single physical object no matter how far apart they
are [1].
In trying to grasp the basic principles of the theory, in
particular to understand more intuitively the behaviour
of quantum particles, some of its pioneers introduced the
notion of wave-particle duality [2]. A quantum system,
for instance a photon, may behave either as a particle
or a wave. However, the way in which it behaves de-
pends on the kind of experimental apparatus with which
it is measured. Hence, both aspects, particle and wave,
which appear to be incompatible, are never observed si-
multaneously [3]. This is the notion of complementarity
in quantum mechanics [4, 5], which is central in the stan-
dard Copenhagen interpretation, and has been intensely
debated in the past.
In an effort to reconcile quantum predictions and com-
mon sense, it was suggested that quantum particles may
in fact know in advance to which experiment they will
be confronted, via a hidden variable, and could thus de-
cide which behaviour to exhibit. This simplistic argu-
ment was however challenged by Wheeler in his elegant
‘delayed choice’ arrangement [6–8]. In this gedanken ex-
periment, sketched in Fig. 1(a), a quantum particle is
sent towards a Mach-Zender interferometer. The relative
phase ϕ between the two arms of the interferometer can
be adjusted such that the particle will emerge in output
D0 with certainty. That is, the interference is fully con-
structive in output D0, and fully destructive in output
D1. This measurement thus clearly highlights the wave
aspect of the quantum particle. However, the observer
performing the experiment has the choice of modifying
the above experiment, in particular by removing the sec-
ond beam-splitter of the interferometer. In this case, he
will perform a which-path measurement. The photon will
be detected in each mode with probability one half, thus
exhibiting particle-like behaviour. The main point is that
the experimentalist is free to choose which experiment
to perform (i.e. interference or which-path, thus testing
the wave or the particle aspect), once the particle is al-
ready inside the interferometer. Thus, the particle could
not have known in advance (for instance via a hidden
variable) the kind of experiment it will be confronted,
since this choice was simply not made when the parti-
cle entered the interferometer. Wheeler’s experiment has
been implemented experimentally using various systems,
all confirming quantum predictions [9–12]. In a recent
experiment with single photons, a space-like separation
between the choice of measurement and the moment the
photon enters the interferometer was achieved [13].
Here we explore a conceptually different take on
Wheeler’s experiment. Our starting point is a recent
theoretical proposal [14] of a delayed choice experiment
based on a quantum-controlled beamsplitter, which can
be in a superposition of present and absent. Hence, the
interferometer can be simultaneously closed and open,
thus testing both the wave and the particle behaviour
of the photon at the same time. Here, using a recon-
figurable integrated quantum photonic circuit [15], we
implement an interferometer featuring such a quantum
beam-splitter, observing continuous morphing between
wave and particle behaviour [14]. We point out however
that this morphing behaviour can be reproduced by a
simple classical model, and note that this loophole also
plagues both the theoretical proposal of [14] as well as
two of its recent NMR implementations [16, 17]. In or-
der to overcome this issue, we then present and experi-
mentally demonstrate a quantum delayed choice scheme
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2based on Bell’s inequality [18], which allows us to test
the most general classical model. The main conceptual
novelty of this scheme is that the temporal arrangement
of Wheeler’s original proposal, i.e. the delayed choice
of closing or not the interferometer, is not necessary any-
more. Instead, we certify the quantum nature of the pho-
ton’s behaviour by observing the violation of a Bell in-
equality. This demonstrates in a device-independent way,
that is, without making assumptions about the function-
ing of the devices, that no local hidden variable model
can reproduce the quantum predictions. In other words,
no model in which the photon decided in advance which
behaviour to exhibit—knowing in advance the measure-
ment setup—can account for the observed statistics. In
our experiment, we achieve strong Bell inequality viola-
tions, hence giving an experimental refutation to such
hidden variable models, up to a few additional assump-
tions due to imperfections in our setup.
The scheme is presented in Fig. 1(b). A single photon
is sent through an interferometer. At the first beamsplit-
ter, the photon evolves into a superposition of the two
spatial modes, represented by two orthogonal quantum
states |0〉 and |1〉. Formally, this first BS is represented by
a Hadamard operation [19], which transforms the initial
photon state |0〉 into the superposition (|0〉+ |1〉)/√2. A
phase shifter then modifies the relative phase between the
two modes, resulting in the state |ψ〉 = (|0〉+eiϕ |1〉)/√2.
Both modes are then recombined on a second BS before a
final measurement in the logical ({|0〉 , |1〉}) basis. In the
standard delayed-choice experiment, the presence of this
second BS is controlled by the observer (see Fig. 1(a)).
Here, on the contrary, the presence of the second beam-
splitter depends on the state of an ancillary photon. If
the ancilla photon is prepared in the state |0〉, no BS is
present, hence the interferometer is left open. Formally
this corresponds to the identity operator acting on |ψ〉,
hence resulting in the state
|ψp〉 = 1√2 (|0〉+ e
iϕ |1〉). (1)
The final measurement (in the {|0〉 , |1〉} basis) indicates
which path the photon took, in other words revealing the
particle nature of the photon. The measured intensities
in both output modes are equal and phase-independent,
i.e I0 = I1 = 1/2.
If, however, the ancilla photon is prepared in the state
|1〉, the BS is present and the interferometer is there-
fore closed. Formally this corresponds to applying the
Hadamard operation to |ψ〉 resulting in the state
|ψw〉 = cos ϕ2 |0〉 − i sin ϕ2 |1〉 . (2)
The final measurement gives information about the phase
ϕ that was applied in the interferometer, but indeed not
about which path the photon took. The measured inten-
sities are I0 = cos
2 ϕ
2 and I1 = sin
2 ϕ
2 .
The main feature of this quantum controlled BS is
that it can be put in a superposition of being present
D1
D0
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FIG. 1. Quantum delayed choice experiment. (a) Schematic
of Wheeler’s original delayed choice experiment. A photon is
sent into a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. At the first beam-
splitter (solid blue line), the photon is split into a superposi-
tion across both paths. Once the photon is inside the interfer-
ometer, the observer decides to close (or not) the interferom-
eter by inserting (or not) the second beam-splitter (dashed
blue line). For a closed interferometer, the statistics of the
measurements at detectors D0 and D1 will depend on the
phase ϕ hence revealing the wave nature of the photon. For
an open interferometer, both detectors will click with equal
probability, revealing the particle nature of the photon. (b)
Schematic of the quantum delayed choice experiment. The
second beam-splitter is now a quantum beam-splitter (rep-
resented by a controlled-Hadamard operation), which can be
set in a superposition of present and absent, by controlling
the state of an ancilla photon |ψa〉. This allows intermediate
quantum behaviour to be observed, with continuous transfor-
mation between particle and wave behaviour.
and absent. Indeed, if the ancilla photon is initially
in a superposition, for instance in the state |ψα〉 =
cosα |0〉+ sinα |1〉, the global state of the system evolves
into
|Ψf (α,ϕ)〉 = cosα |ψp〉s |0〉a + sinα |ψw〉s |1〉a (3)
where the subscripts s and a refer to the state of the
system and ancilla photons respectively. Importantly the
system and ancilla photons now become entangled, when
0 < α < pi/2.
The measured intensity at detector D0 is then given
by
I0(ϕ, α) = Ip(ϕ) cos
2 α+ Iw(ϕ) sin
2 α
=
1
2
cos2 α+ cos2(
ϕ
2
) sin2 α (4)
while intensity at D1 is I1(ϕ, α) = 1− I0(ϕ, α).
We fabricated the quantum circuit shown in Fig. 2
in a silica-on-silicon photonic chip [15]. The Hadamard
operation is implemented by a directional coupler of
reflectivity 1/2, equivalent to a 50/50 beam-splitter.
The controlled-Hadamard (CH) is based on a non-
deterministic control-phase gate [20, 21]. The system and
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FIG. 2. Implementation of the quantum delayed choice experiment on a reconfigurable integrated photonic device. Non-
entangled photon pairs are generated using type I parametric downconversion and injected into the chip using polarization
maintaining fibres (not shown). The system photon (S), in the lower part of the circuit, enters the interferometer at the
Hadamard gate (H). A relative phase ϕ is applied between the two modes of the interferometer. Then the controlled-
Hadamard (CH) is implemented by a nondeterministic CZ gate with two additional MZ interferometers. The ancilla photon
(A), in the upper part of the circuit, is controlled by the phase shifter α, which determines the quantum state of the second
beam-splitter, i.e a superposition of present and absent. Finally the local measurements for the Bell test are performed through
single qubit rotations (UA and UB) followed by APD’s. The circuit is composed of directional couplers of reflectivity 1/2 (dc1−5
and dc9−13), and 1/3 (dc6−8) and resistive heaters (orange rectangles) that implement the phase shifters. See Methods section
for more details.
ancilla photon pairs are generated at 808 nm via para-
metric down conversion and detected with silicon APDs
at the circuit’s output.
We first characterized the behaviour of our setup, for
various quantum states of the ancilla photon. We mea-
sured the output intensities I0,1(ϕ, α) for α ∈ [0, pi/2],
and ϕ ∈ [−pi/2, 3pi/2]. In particular, by increasing the
value of α, we observe the morphing between a par-
ticle measurement (α = 0) and a wave measurement
(α = pi/2). For α = 0, i.e. no BS, the measured intensi-
ties are independent of ϕ. For α = pi/2 the BS is present,
and the data shows interference fringes. Our results are
in excellent agreement with theoretical predictions (see
Fig. 3).
To achieve our main goal — that is, to refute models
in which the photon knows in advance with which setup
it will be confronted — we must go one step further. In-
deed, it is important to realize that the result of Fig. 3
does not refute such models. The main point is that,
although we have inserted the ancilla photon in a super-
position, hence testing both wave and particle aspects at
the same time, we have in fact not checked the quantum
nature of this superposition. This is because the final
measurement of the ancilla photon was made in the log-
ical ({|0〉 , |1〉}) basis. Therefore, we cannot exclude the
fact that the ancilla may have been in a statistical mix-
ture of the form cos2 α |0〉 〈0|+sin2 α |1〉 〈1|, which would
lead to the same measured statistics. Hence the data can
be explained by a classical model, in which the state of
the ancilla represents a classical variable (a classical bit)
indicating which measurement, particle or wave, will be
performed. Since the state of the ancilla may have been
known to the system photon in advance—indeed here no
delayed choice is performed by the observer—no conclu-
sion can be drawn from this experiment. Note that this
loophole also plagues the recent theoretical proposal of
Ref. [14], as well as two of its NMR implementations
[16, 17].
In order to show that the measurement choice could
not have been known in advance, we must ensure that
our quantum controlled beam-splitter behaves in a gen-
uine quantum way. In particular, we will ensure that
it creates entanglement between the system and ancilla
photons, which is the clear signature of a quantum pro-
cess. The global state of the system and ancilla pho-
tons, given in equation (3), is entangled for all values
0 < α < pi/2. Note that 〈ψp|ψw〉 ∼ cosϕ, hence the de-
gree of entanglement depends on ϕ and α; in particular
for α = pi/4 and ϕ = pi/2, the state (3) is maximally
entangled.
In order to certify the presence of this entanglement,
we will test the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH)
Bell inequality [22], the violation of which will imply
in a device-independent way that the measured data
could not have been produced by a classical model. In
the CHSH Bell scenario, each party (here Alice holds
the system photon while Bob holds the ancilla photon)
chooses among two possible measurement settings, de-
noted x = 0, 1 for Alice and y = 0, 1 for Bob. Each
measurement is dichotomic, i.e. giving a binary result
Ax = ±1 and By = ±1. The CHSH inequality then
reads
S = 〈A0B0〉+ 〈A0B1〉+ 〈A1B0〉 − 〈A1B1〉 ≤ 2 (5)
This represents a Bell inequality in the sense that any
local model must satisfy it.
4FIG. 3. Characterization of the continuous transition between wave and particle behaviour. Measured (a) and simulated (b)
intensity at detector D0 when continuously tuning the state of the ancilla photon |ψa〉. The experimental data (white dots)
were fitted using equation (4). The data shows excellent agreement with theoretical predictions.
Indeed, this inequality can be violated by making judi-
ciously chosen local measurements on certain entangled
states. We measured S for the output state |Ψf (α,ϕ)〉,
for α ∈ [0, pi/2], and ϕ ∈ [−pi/2, 3pi/2]. We tailored the
local measurement operators of Alice and Bob (adjusting
phase shifters 5, 6 and 8, see Appendix for details) for
the maximally entangled state |Ψf (α = pi/4, ϕ = pi/2)〉.
Hence, for this state, we expect the maximal possible vi-
olation of the CHSH inequality in quantum mechanics,
namely S = 2
√
2 [23]. It is interesting to note that the
choice of apparatus in Wheeler’s original setup, is here,
in some sense, replaced by the choice of measurement set-
tings for the Bell test. The latter choice is nevertheless
conceptually different from the former in that it can be
performed after the photon left the interferometer.
Experimentally we observe a maximal violation of
S = 2.45 ± 0.03, for α = pi/4 and ϕ = pi/2, which
is in good agreement with theoretical predictions (see
Fig. 4). Therefore, our data could not been accounted
for by any model in which the system photon would have
known in advance whether to behave as a particle or as
a wave. However, for this claim to hold without mak-
ing further assumptions, a loophole-free Bell inequality
violation is required. Indeed this is not the case in our
experiment, as in all optical Bell tests performed so far,
which forces us to make a few additional assumptions.
We make the standard fair-sampling assumption (allow-
ing us to discard inconclusive results, and post-select only
coincidence events), which must here be slightly strength-
ened because of the nondeterministic implementation of
the controlled Hadamard operation. We must also as-
sume independence between the photon source and the
choice of measurement setting used in the Bell inequal-
ity test. As usual, if the photons could know in advance
the choice of measurement setting in the Bell test, then a
local model can mimic Bell inequality violations. In the
future it would be interesting to perform a more refined
experiment in which these assumptions could be relaxed.
In conclusion we have reported on a quantum delayed
choice experiment, giving a novel demonstration of wave-
particle duality, Feynman’s ’one real mystery’ in quan-
tum mechanics. In our experiment, the delayed choice of
Wheeler’s proposal is replaced by a quantum controlled
beam-splitter followed by a Bell inequality test. In this
way we demonstrate genuine quantum behaviour of sin-
gle photons. The demonstration of a quantum controlled
beam-splitter shows that a single measurement device
can continuously tune between particle and wave mea-
surements, hence pointing towards a more refined notion
of complementarity in quantum mechanics [14, 24, 25].
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Note added. We note a related work of Kaiser et al.
[26] who performed a similar quantum delayed choice ex-
periment.
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6APPENDIX
CH gate decomposition
The CH gate is equivalent to a two-qubit CZ gate and
two single-qubit W gates as shown in Fig. 5(a). The W
gate, described by the matrix
W =
(
cos pi8 sin
pi
8
sin pi8 − cos pi8
)
, (6)
is equivalent to the operation of a beamsplitter with re-
flectivity η = cos2(pi8 ). This was achieved, up to a non
measurable global phase, by setting phase shifters 4 and
7 —in the Mach-Zehnder interferometers indicated with
W in Fig. 5(b)— to 5pi4 and
3pi
4 respectively.
Measurements for the Bell test
Alice and Bob’s local measurement operators on the max-
imally entangled state (3) (with α = pi/4 and ϕ = pi/2)
were performed through single qubit rotations and single
photon detection. For this state, the optimal measure-
ment settings for the CHSH inequality are given by
A1 = −Z, A2 = −X − Y√
2
(7)
and
B1 =
X − Z√
2
, B2 =
−X − Z√
2
(8)
for Alice and Bob respectively (where X, Y , Z are
the usual Pauli matrices). In the experiment, Alice
and Bob’s measurements were implemented by setting
(φ5 = −pi/2, φ6 = 0) for A1, (φ5 = pi/4, φ6 = pi/2) for
A2, (φ8 = pi/4) for B1, and (φ8 = −pi/4) for B2.
H
W W
Z W
=
dc6
dc7
dc8
dc11 dc12dc4 dc5
4 7
W
(b)
CZ
(a)
FIG. 5. Integrated photonics implementation of the CH gate.
(a) Block diagram of the CH decomposition, (b) implementa-
tion using an integrated photonics device.
